HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School FIRST GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.
Central Idea:
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Groups share resources.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. needs and wants (connection)
2. systems that create goods (function)
3. the interdependence of natural resources (responsibility)

Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Connection: How is it linked to another thing?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Function: How does it work?

Needs and wants
Natural resources
Goods

Open-minded
Caring

Thinking skills
Social Skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Economics > Goods and services, needs and wants, producers and consumers; classroom
mini-economy
Science: Nature’s resources, renewable and non-renewable resources
Math and Problem Solving: Counting money, building with pattern blocks, story problems
Language Arts: Reading, personal narrative writing, informational writing—step by step instructions

Art: Making art with natural resources or recyclables, talking about resources used in art: clay, charcoal,
art materials from the earth
Library: Needs vs wants with The Pigeon, the resources birds use in nest building
Music: Musical instruments made from resources, uses/purposes of musical instruments;
PE: Sporting goods - balls with rubber bladders, synthetic (oil), sharing equipment resources and gymnasium
Spanish: Wool > spinning into yarn and dying with natural resources to make aguayos, student decorate or design an picture of an aguayo
Social Justice: Justice > fairness. Awareness of the common needs of humans and fair access.

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School SECOND GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.

Central Idea:

Economic choices impact citizens’ roles.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the need for goods and services (responsibility)
2. roles of producers and consumers (connection)
3. the function of resources : human, natural and capital (function)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?
Function: How does it work?

Resources
Goods and services
Producers and consumers

Thinkers
Communicators
Balanced

Social skills
Communication skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Wants/needs, occupations, goods and services, Resources : natural, capital, human, roles of citizens
Science: Careers in science
Math and Problem Solving: Calculations involving money, budgeting, charting, geometrical forms
Language Arts: Informative writing, persuasive writing, comparing and contrasting
Art: Resources, material “cost”, how much and of what kind
Library: Goods and services > Roxaboxen
Music: Music for selling goods; careers and hobbies in music; musical roles (composer, performer, director, audience/listener)
PE: Sports economy, sports affect local economy and create jobs
Spanish: Community helpers vocabulary; how knowledge of another language or culture plays a role in chosen professions
Social Justice: Identity > wants and needs, Diversity in various contexts
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HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School THIRD GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.
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Central Idea: Economic choices affect humanity.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how economic systems work (function)
2. trade past and present (responsibility)
3. how trade is connected to natural resources (connection)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Function: How does it work?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?

Economics
Marketplace

Principled
Balanced
Reflective

Thinking skills
Self-management skills
Research skills

Independence
Cost

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Economics > goods and services, trade, government, geography of trade routes
Science: Inquiry into salt as trade and science experiments with salt. Water, climate, simple machines, force
and motion.
Math and Problem Solving: Measurement, volume, capacity, comparing fractions, data, charts, mapping

Language Arts: Idioms, Latin stems, fiction and nonfiction
Art: artist trading cards, exhibition organization/curation, watercolor with salt
Library: Folklore/storytelling : Like Meat Loves Salt
Music: how music travels and changes (for example, how songs/instruments/musical styles change as people travel & trade
PE: Sporting events can create jobs and can boost local economy. Trade values and economy.
Spanish: Spanish speaking countries around the world, Marketplaces in Spanish speaking countries; names of fruits
Social Justice: History of social justice and the impact of injustice on the world

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.

Central Idea: Humans organize and construct systems to maintain order.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the establishment of communities (causation)
2. how structure is created (perspective)
3. the function of structures (responsibility)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Perspective: What are the points of view?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?

Community
Government
Settlement
Interdependence
Organization Structure

Communicators
Principled
Open-minded

Thinking skills
Social skills
Communication skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Human settlements, forms and branches of government, how businesses are organized
Science: Solar system as structure
Math and Problem Solving: Population statistics, reasoning, patterns in decision making, Biz World economics
Language Arts: Inquiry, research, information writing, presentation, poetry

Art: How does knowing and using visual art vocabularies help us understand and interpret works of art?
Library: Searching for your passion in a library
Music: reading music; treble clef staff; recorder; (ISSMA)
PE: structures within games; structure/systems of body (muscular, skeletal, etc.); IHSAA -- sports governing bodies
Spanish: gender/number agreement with nouns
Social Justice: Action: Students will write their own “bills” to better our world; Justice: Students will recognize that
laws can change with the times.
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HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School FIFTH GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and
function of organizations; societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind

Central Idea: Systems provide order and are present in our everyday lives.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. systems of government (form)
2. how humans identify systems to bring understanding (causation)
3. the roles of humans in systems (connection)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Causation: Why is it as it is?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?

Systems
Laws
Order

Knowledgeable
Principled
Balanced

Social skills
Communication skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Economics, government, citizenship
Science: Discoveries that have led to change, patterns in space, shadows and movement, scientists in politics
Math and Problem Solving: Governmental statistics, timelines, graphing, budgets
Language Arts: Point of view, compare and contrast

Art: Art is used to inform and change beliefs, values, or behaviors of an individual or society
Library: Systems: Dewey Decimal system; active citizenship in books
Music: Organizing groups for part-singing and ensemble-playing; written music and standard notation
PE: Sports organizations provide governing bodies, structure, and standardized rules
Spanish: Language structures and patterns, gender number agreement, subject/verb agreement
Social Justice: Diversity> respectful change of ideas; Justice> recognizing unfairness; Action> making principled decisions; actions against injustice

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School SIXTH GRADE
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and function of organizations;
societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind and the environment.

Central Idea: Humans create systems to manage resources within a global context.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. comparing global standards of living & GDP (connection)
2. ways in which different economic systems address basic economic concepts (function)
3. the effects, both beneficial and harmful, of governmental economic decisions (causation)
Key Concepts:
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?
Function: How does it work?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Economics
Systems
Currency
Standard of Living

Communicators
Principled
Balanced

Communication skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Economics, geography
Science: Environmental movement
Math and Problem Solving: Comparing values and currencies
Language Arts: Children’s literature as social commentary

Art: Artist trading cards
Library: Students suggested inquiry > Can money buy happiness? Articles, discussion, and TED Talk; Material World
Music: Global music experiences; Lotus Festival
PE: Professional team trades, sport influence on economy and jobs
Spanish: Comparing global standards of living; Guatemala economy virtual field trip/webquest; Living on One Dollar a Day
Social Justice: Justice > analysis of historic and contemporary bias, how power and privilege influence personal and institutional relationships
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